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CCTV Monitoring
Protect your property and staff through LIVE Monitoring 24 hours a day
For only €6.00 plus VAT per day
This includes 3 routine Patrols per day. – any additional Patrols can be negotiated.

Our CCTV surveillance systems are simple to use, simple to export relevant data and still provide outstanding
images.
You can monitor your own property from anywhere with a broadband/WIFI connection with our remote
surveillance options either over a PC or a smart phone.
In business today, video surveillance provides a valuable insight into your operations that would otherwise
be unattainable and should be a vital part of your security plan. In addition to providing a visual record of
incidents at your company premises, the presence of surveillance cameras can be a powerful deterrent alone.
CCTV Systems range in size from 1/2 cameras to 16/32 cameras. Product choices also include transceivers
from Adpro or Heitel that transmit live and recorded video to our 24Hr Monitoring centre in the event of an
alarm. Using real-time video the Monitoring Team makes fast decision to protect your employees and your
business, even when you can't be there.
We will respond to all camera activations when system is armed by informing keyholders of cause, warning
trespassers if there is a loudspeaker connected and contacting the Gardai if the system is certified for response.
3 patrols are done per night every night, this is to verify the system is fully operational. If not we will action to
keyholder. 2 patrols are also done during weekend days totaling 5 patrols in 24 hours on weekends.
A surveillance system is only as good as the company that stands behind it. We will be with you from design
and installation to ongoing service and support

Harris Security Installations can provide you with a one stop service for all your security needs.
CCTV Installation, CCTV 24 Hour Monitoring, Body Worn CCTV, Discreet CCTV, Key-holding response.
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How does the process work?
Cameras protect your property detecting any intruders on your site. When the perimeter is breached, live
footage of the break-in is transmitted to our 24 Hour Monitoring centre. Our operator instantly responds and
issues an Audio warning as the incident is being monitored and recorded. In 95% of cases, personalised vocal
warnings are proven to deter criminal action and the criminal usually moves off. If the Criminals choose to
ignore the warnings received the operator will quickly guide the Gardai to the exact location of the Intruders.

Who Benefits from CCTV Monitoring?
Factories and Warehouses
* Detect and Prevent intrusions
* Monitor abnormal activities (Staff Returning after hours)
* Protect the Keyholder through live monitoring of the situation
Construction
* Protect equipment and plant from theft and damage
* Prevent unwanted trespassers
* Liquidated Buildings/Developments
* Reduce health and Safety Problems
* View your sites from Head Office or anywhere in the world with a Broadband/WIFI Connection
* Save Money on Security – (static guards?)
Forecourts / Retail Outlets
* Protect high value assets on public display
* Prevent attacks on staff
* Monitor critical times such as lock-up / cash transfers
Residential
* Provide 24 hour monitoring of your homes and grounds, Local or overseas

Harris Security Installations can provide you with a one stop service for all your security needs.
CCTV Installation, CCTV 24 Hour Monitoring, Body Worn CCTV, Discreet CCTV, Key-holding response.
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